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Yeah
I said we back, yo 
Pro hasn't any peers
Swelly meet me at the piers
The flow cutting edge all I'm missin is some shears
I got the game mirrored and it's closer than appears
And most of you are local too. We artist of the year 
Wow, bragadocious
Flow, hocus pocus, your plane been grounded and
we're flyin like the lotus
I'm an energizer, an enterpriser as known to rip beats
on the synthesizer
Ok, guy, you wanna play God, it's always sunny in Philly
they see some grey skies
Thank the Lord for my blessings like I was baptized
Got the blackest thought shout to my reptize, yeah
And it's the flow for the stadium, son
They call me Chiddy, you probably heard me on radio
one
And this my clause, connected like coordinates, we are
not the same, homie, you are my subordinate

Chorus:
You know where he go?
No, I don't think so
You got a red light for your headlight so you think slow 
And me I just flow
Another level well 
And if you're feelin me then let me hear your rebel yell
Cuz he's a rebel

Shout to the labels that doubted me, now they out for
me 
Married into this shit, now I feel like I need a dowry
Purple plants that we happened to smell of, flower
We crushing the competition
Cuz cowardice is cowardly
I'm moving on sun, now I'm the bomb, son
If you don't like me then you probably on a long one
And this the music they been dying to hear
Was in Africa but I never seen no lions and bears
Now I'm riding the lair and I'm flying the car
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My life is opposite, Thanks when you said I wasn't a star
I been collecting and repping these artists are so
upsettin
Frat flow, I rush, they all get steppin
Oh, feel like I'm good but the sun is evil, flow sick like
Adam Sandler in Funny People 
And I should carry needles, cuz the cuts are lethal
And I master my bars, you're just a paralegal

Chorus x 2:
You know where he go?
No, I don't think so 
You got a red light for your headlight so you think slow
And me I just flow
Another level well 
And if you're feeling me then let me hear your rebel
yell
Cuz he's a rebel

Xaphoon
Son, you crazy, dog 
Nah, you really crazy
Yeah
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